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Lecture Overview

•What is Instructional Planning?

•Curriculum Considerations When
Planning

•Types of Teacher Plans

•The Linear-Rational Approach to
Planning

•Additional Planning
Considerations



Instructional Planning

• Planning for instruction refers to 
decisions that  are made about 
organizing, implementing, and  
evaluating instruction.

•The goal of planning is to 
ensure student  learning.

•Planning helps create, 
arrange, and organize  
instructional events to enable 
learning to  occur.



Curriculum Considerations  When
Planning

•Curriculum Supports

•Texas Essential Knowledge and  Skills

•State Assessments

•Progress Monitoring
•21st Century Skills



Curriculum Standards

National and State Learning Standards

Influenced by InTASC, Common Core Standards,  and professional 
organizations (e.g., National  Council of Teachers of Mathematics).

State and Local Curriculum Frameworks

A curriculum framework is an organized set of  standards that define what 
the student should know  and be able to do, such as the Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS).
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Common Core Curriculum

The Common Core State Standards Initiative 
is a state-led  effort to develop a clear and 
consistent curriculum  framework to prepare 
students for college and the workforce.  Over 
40 states have adopted the Common Core. 
The  Common Core Standards are available 
for: Mathematics, K- 12; and English-
language arts and literacy in history/social  
studies, science, and technical subjects for 
grades K-12. 

Texas does not use the Common Core 
Curriculum. Texas uses the TEKS (Texas 
Essential Knowledge and Skills).



Common Core State Standards

Advocates Critics

Clear and consistent goals,  
regardless of zip code

Take away states’ rights to  
determine what’s taught

Prepare children for success in  
college and work

Are premature; state standards  
need more time to work

Unite U.S. in cooperative effort Do not allow local influences

Provide common ground for  
building strategies and programs

Detract from individualism of  
states and teachers

Build on strengths of current  
standards

Are unwieldy and not enforceable

Level the academic playing filed  
for all students

Will bring all standards down to  
the lowest common denominator



TEKS (Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills)
Texas State Curriculum for Public Education K-12 Schools

The Texas State Board of Education (SBOE) has legislative authority to adopt the TEKS for each
subject of the required curriculum. SBOE members nominate educators, parents, business and
industry representatives, and employers to serve on TEKS review committees.

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills by Chapter 

Thoroughly review the TEKS of your intended certification area/grade level. 
Core Subjects EC-6 and Special Education EC-12 include ELAR, Math, Science, Social Studies, PE, 

Health Education, and Fine Arts. Core Subjects 4-8 include ELAR, Math, Science, and Social Studies.

Chapter 110. English Language Arts and Reading
Chapter 111. Mathematics
Chapter 112. Science
Chapter 113. Social Studies
Chapter 114. Languages Other Than English
Chapter 115. Health Education
Chapter 116. Physical Education
Chapter 117. Fine Arts
Chapter 118. Economics with Emphasis on the Free Enterprise System and Its 

Benefits
Chapter 126. Technology Applications
Chapter 127. Career Development
Chapter 128. Spanish Language Arts and English as a Second Language
Chapter 130. Career and Technical Education

http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter110/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter111/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter112/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter113/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter114/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter116/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter117/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter118/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter126/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter127/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter128/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter130/index.html


21st Century Skills

The term “21st Century Skills” refers to certain core competencies  such as 
collaboration, digital/information literacy, critical thinking, and problem  
solving.

These are usually taught in the core academic subjects.

Advocates also endorse the inclusion 
of these 21st century  interdisciplinary 
themes into core subjects:

Global awareness

Financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy

Civic literacy

Health literacy

Environmental literacy



Teachers use these types of plans 
to implement curriculum. 

Backward Mapping

Course Planning

Term Planning

Unit Planning

Daily and Weekly Planning



Backward Mapping

At the start of planning, identify 
intended learning  outcomes and 

how students are expected to  
demonstrate their achievement 
at the end of  instruction. This is 
backward mapping (sometimes  

called backward design).

Then you plan backwards by 
designing  instructional activities 

that focus on learning  
outcomes.



Backward 
Mapping
(cont’d)

First, identify desired 
results (essential goals,  
essential questions, 
essential content)

Next, back up to identify 
assessment evidence  for 
use during and after 
instruction.

Finally, you back up 
further to identify the  
learning plan (the major 
learning activities and  
lessons)



Backward Mapping (cont’d)
Back it up when planning:

THE ENTIRE COURSE AND 
COURSE TERMINOLOGY.

COURSE UNITS. DAILY AND WEEKLY PLANS.



The Linear-
Rational  
Approach to
Planning

Formulation of Aims and Goals

Specification of Objectives

Assessment of Student Needs

Strategies and Learning Activities

Evaluation of Student Performance



1. Formulation of Aims  
and Goals

•Aims—Broad statements 
about the intent of  
education (most broad)

•Goals—Translations 
of aims into more  
specific, subject-
related terms 
(more  specific)



2. Specification of Objectives

3. Assessment of Student Needs

2. Objectives are translations of goals  for use 
in unit planning and lesson  planning to 

identify student learning  outcomes (most 
specific).

3. Use assessment information to guide  
instructional planning. Assessment always drives 

instruction. Conduct assessment prior to 
instruction to find out student prior knowledge.



4. Strategies and Learning  
Activities

• Select instructional strategies that will

enable students to learn the material and  

reach the student learning outcomes.

• A variety of instructional strategies 

should  be used to differentiate

instruction and render it universally 

accessible to all students.



5. Evaluation of Student  
Performance

•With backward mapping, plans 

for evaluating student 

performance are made even 

before instruction begins.

•Various types of assessments 

should be  conducted.



Planning Lessons



Setting Goals
and  
Objectives

Converting Standards 
into Objectives

Types of Instructional
Objectives

Writing Instructional
Objectives



Converting Standards into  
Objectives

•Teachers need to examine a
subject-specific course goal
and break it down into several,
more specific educational
objectives at the unit level.
Then teachers must be able to
further break down the unit’s
educational objectives into
instructional objectives used
in daily lessons.



• Behavioral Objectives: They specify
student actions, testing conditions, and
performance criterion. Example: “After
practicing the concept during class in
small work groups (condition), the student
will underline the key information needed
to solve each of 10 word problems
(action) with 80 percent accuracy
(criterion).”

• Descriptive Objectives: They indicate
what students are to learn without using
language that specifies observable
behavior. Example: “Describes the
function of each part of the circulatory
system.”

Types of Instructional Objectives



Levels of the Cognitive Domain

Higher-level Objectives (Bloom’s Taxonomy)

Level 6

Level 5

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Creating  

Evaluating  

Analyzing  

Applying  

Understanding  

Remembering



General 
Lesson Plan 
Components 

Goals

Methods

Assessment

Materials



TXITE uses Standards-based, Universal Design for  Learning Lesson Plans.



Purposes of Classroom Assessment

Monitoring 
student 
progress 

1

Making 
instructional 
decisions 

2

Evaluating 
student 
achievement 

3

Evaluating
programs

4



Diagnostic, Formative, Summative Assessment

diagnostic
assessment

instruction

formative
assessment

instruction

formative  
assessment

instruction summarization

review

summative  
assessment



How do teachers evaluate student learning  
and assign grades?

• Evaluation makes judgments about, and assigns values to, the 
results of assessments.

• Rubrics are assessment tools that make explicit what is  
being assessed, list characteristics of degrees of quality,  
and provide a rating scale to differentiate among these  
degrees.

• A holistic rubric uses one scale for an entire project.

• An analytic rubric specifies separate parts of an assessment  
task, product, or performance and the characteristics of 
various  levels of success for each.



Purposes of Rubrics

Rubrics provide clear 
expectations for students  
about what is expected on 
a given task or  
assessment. Therefore, 
they are instructional 
tools  as well as 
assessment tools.

1

Rubrics allow teachers to 
consistently differentiate  
among performance
levels.

2

Rubrics provide guidelines 
for student improvement.

3

Rubrics make grading 
more transparent and  
consistent.

4



Reasons for
Grades

Guidance uses: help students and 
parents make  educational and 

vocational plans

Administrative uses: promotion, 
graduation, honors,  eligibility

Communication uses: inform students 
and parents about  achievement

Instructional uses: clarify learning 
goals, pinpoint  strengths and 

weaknesses, motivate



Guidelines for Grading

Relate grading procedures to learning goals.Relate

Relate grades to an individual’s achievement  on learning goals, not 
an individual’s relative  achievement to other students.

Relate

Grade individual achievement only.Grade

Include a sampling of student work, not all  work, in a student grade.Include



Guidelines for 
Grading, cont.

Update grades to reflect how much learning  
occurs by the end of the grading period, not a  
compilation of scores when topics were new.

Update

Carefully arrive at a final grade by considering  
the method of averaging to be used and the  
significance of zeros.

Arrive

Base all grades on quality assessments.Base

Involve students in the grading process  
whenever possible and appropriate.Involve


